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In this paper a fuzzy-based crane control system for managing load swings during crane
movement is presented. It is reviewed the main difficulties of constructing control system using
traditional control models. Additionally, principles of construction PID controllers and their
advantages and disadvantages over fuzzy systems are analyzed. Intelligent control systems and
their appliance are revised for further usage in crane control system.
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Introduction and analysis of the literature
The most impressive feature of human intelligence is the ability to make correct decisions in
conditions of incomplete and fuzzy information. Construction of the models that reflect human thinking
and their use in computer systems today is one of the most important problems in science.
Artificial intelligence that easily copes with the tasks of managing complex technical objects was
helpless in such simple situations. For creating intelligent systems that can adequately communicate with a
person needed a new mathematical tool to translate controversial statements in the language of strict
mathematical formulas. Fuzzy logic is very useful in cases of high accuracy and repeatable operations
when people might be stuck or even not able to perform such operation.
Let we have crane and we need to carry some object from point to point in the shortest time. The
main problem in moving object via crane is the emergence of swinging it that leads to performance
degradation, increasing transportation time and reliability of gear could cause an accidents.
One of the ways to improve efficiency of process of a control system is based on the using of human
experience and the fuzzy modeling that used controller based on fuzzy logic and allows considering the
adverse effects, caused by system nonlinearities.
Therefore, it is necessary to predict and to provide measures for the suppression of these swinging.
Then based on fuzzy model predict power that will be applied to the crane depends on elapsed distance and
swinging angle to eliminate swinging at the destination point [1].
Statement of the problem
The main objective of this work is analysis of classical control systems as that are based on PID
controllers and intelligent control systems as that are using neuro-fuzzy controllers. As a result of this
analysis, it was decided to use neuro-fuzzy approach for developing crane control system. Crane control
system based on fuzzy logic can employ crane operator knowledge for controlling load during it
transportation from point to point. Such a control system gives a possibility to automate crane management
process and no longer depend on human factors as exhaustion, oscitancy and other.
The difficulty of constructing control systems
The difficulty of constructing control system defines by complexity of control object. The basic
complicated features of control object are the following [2]:
 Lack of mathematical description. No algorithm for computing state of the object by observations
its inputs (controlled and uncontrolled) and the observed state of the environment.
 Indeterminacy (stochasticity). It is mainly caused by the object complexity and associated with it
numerous secondary processes that are neglected during the construction of a mathematical model.

 Non-stationary. It appears in drifting of the object characteristics.
PID controllers: principles of construction and modification
One of the main elements included to the control system is automatic controller-device that alters or
stabilizes the output value of a control object by defined algorithm in a way of affecting on its input value.
Controllers divide to the extreme and stabilization according to one of many classifications. Extreme
controllers can be used in objects that are characterized with extreme static characteristic which position in
the coordinate space drifts over time depending on external influences. The most widely used stabilizing
controllers.
Stabilizing controllers are classified to integrated (I), proportional (P), proportional-integral (PI)
proportional-differential (PD) and proportional-integral-differential (PID) depending on the type of control
functions. Control law is formed with feedbacks. It determines the type and quality of the transition
process in the automatic control system with the given dynamic properties of control object.
Consider the control law and dynamic characteristics of the controllers [1].
P and PI controllers cannot prevent the expected control deviation reacting only on already existing
deviation. There is a need for a controller that would be produced additional control action proportionally
to speed deviation of controller value from the defined value:
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Such control action is used in differential and PID controllers. PID controllers affect the object
proportionally to deviation of controlled value, integral of this deviation and controlled value change rate:
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PID controllers are universal by their possibilities. It is possible to get any control law using PID
controllers.
Advantages and disadvantages of PID Controllers
PID controllers that have been described above have poor quality attributes in controlling of nonlinear and complex systems and in the case of lack of information about the control object. In these cases
controller’s features can be improved by using fuzzy logic, neural networks and genetic algorithms
methods. These methods are also called as «soft-computing» that is emphasizing their difference from the
«hard-computing» methods because they can operate with incomplete and inaccurate information.
Combination as fuzzy-PID, neuro-PID and neuro-fuzzy-PID controller with genetic algorithm can be
applied to one controller. The main disadvantage of neural networks and fuzzy controllers is their time
consuming tuning, creating fuzzy rules or neural network training [2].
Intelligent control systems
Intelligent control system is a system capable to «understanding» and learning in correspondence to
control object, disturbances, external environment and working conditions. The main difference of
intelligent systems is a mechanism of systemic knowledge processing. Mechanism of knowledge receiving,
storing and processing for implementing control functions is a main architectural feature that distinguishes
intelligent control system from traditional.
The following two common principles are the base of intelligent control system creating:
 Situational control. Management based on the analysis of external data, situations and events.
 Use of modern information technology of knowledge processing.
There are several modern information technologies for creating intelligent control systems:
 Expert systems.
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 Artificial neural network.
 Fuzzy logic.
 Evolutionary methods and genetic algorithms.
The concept of intelligence is based on:
 Ability to work with formalized human knowledge (expert systems, fuzzy logic).
 Inherent human ways of learning and thinking (neural networks, genetic algorithms).
Structurally intelligent control systems contain additional units that perform system knowledge
processing based on those information technologies. These units can be performed either as add-on
conventional controller with properly adjusting its settings or directly include them to the control circuit [35].
Application of intelligent control systems
The most significant reasons of intelligent control systems spreading are:
 The special qualities of intelligent control systems including low sensitivity to changing of
parameters of control object.
 The synthesis of intelligent control system with the applications of modern hardware and
software support is often simpler than traditional ones.
There are cases where the use of intelligent control system acquitted and gives the best results:
 Regulatory system for which the control object model is determined only qualitatively or it is not
available at all.
 As add-on for traditional systems for providing them adaptive properties.
 Simulation of human operator actions.
 Organizational management system of top levels (strategic and tactical).
The areas of efficient use of classical, neural networks and fuzzy control systems according to
control object are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The areas of efficient use of different control systems:

The use of a hybrid approach as a combination of classical control methods, fuzzy logic and neural
networks allows creating control systems effective in a range of situations that is why the limits of different
approaches shown in Fig. 1 very relative [6, 7].
Fuzzy-based crane control system
Crane installations are used for moving load within a given path. Usually a professional operator
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supervises this task. During this process, the cargo may swing in a pendulum-like motion. If the swings
exceed an adequate limit they must be reduced or task must be interrupted until the swings stop. One of the
ways to improve control efficiency of such kind of process is using an automated control system which is
based on operator knowledge of crane management [8, 9].
Swings adjusting is based on controlling of the two main input parameters as the angle relative to the
vertical axis of the cargo and cargo position relative to the start/end point. As a result of investigation of
different fuzzy inference systems (FIS) T-Controller system is selected for further development of neurofuzzy based crane control system. T-Controller is the FIS that uses fuzzy logic rules for an adequate
assessment of the power that supplied to the input of the crane. Rules are formed on the formalization of
knowledge and professional experience of the experts of certain industry [8].
Analysis of operator's actions show that the operator uses some “rules of thumb” to describe his
management strategy [10]:
• Start with a medium power.
• If you're still far from the destination point, then adjust the engine power so that the cart has
become a little more far for the "head" of the crane.
• If you are close to the destination, it is necessary to reduce the speed so that cart got a little ahead
of the cranes “head”.
• When the cart is very close to the destination, provide the minimum engine power.
• When the cart has reached its destination and swinging is zero, turn off the engine.
The automated crane control system is shown in Fig. 2. It visualizes the power applied to the load at
the corresponding angle and position point. Crane movement process can be simulated using Euler and
Runge-Kutta methods that are used for solving differential equation of crane motion.

Fig. 2 Generated data by Euler method.

Conclusion
Today, fuzzy logic items can be found in many industrial products such as electric trains control
systems or military helicopters appliances. Active fuzzy logic consumers are the bankers and financiers, as
well as experts in the field of political and economic analysis, which everyday tasks require to make the
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right decisions in difficult circumstances of unpredictable market. They use a fuzzy system to create
models of various economic, political and stock situations.
Logistics systems give a possibility to use the experience and the results of experiments to provide
much effective solutions for many widespread problems. They do not replace nor compete with traditional
control methods. Fuzzy logic extends the ways of implementation of automated control methods that are
used in applications and adds the ability to use observations in system management. A simple example is a
gantry and bridge cranes that use fuzzy inference system can provide a clear and simple solution to the
problem that much more difficult to be solved using traditional management methods.
Fuzzy-based crane control system uses linguistic rules based on crane operator knowledge for
managing cargo swings during crane installation work.
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